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An Important Advance That Every
Saw Mill Can Put To Work
In view of worldwide overcapacity, intense global competition and industry consolidation, what can you do to help assure your mill’s continued success? You can maintain business as usual—and perhaps face an unwelcome future. Or, you can choose a
forward-looking strategy to improve your capabilities and competitive stance.
Right now, saw mills can quickly and easily adopt a sawing approach that immediately begins to generate more value from the same raw material and equipment.
Some mills have made this change and we share their results in this Update.

Reduce Sawing Inaccuracy — And
Lost Revenue
It’s clear that sawing inaccuracy causes planer skip and depresses lumber value. Most
mills counter this problem with larger target sizes. Unfortunately, this has meant
losing millions of board feet of lumber volume to planer shavings or lower grades.
Stainless steel saws have emerged as a smart, simple answer to the dilemma of
sawing inaccuracy. In fact, they’ve become a key player in the survival strategies
of saw mills for whom business as usual isn’t good enough. Mill results prove it.
And now, finite element stiffness analysis shows us why stainless steel saws stay stiffer and
cut straighter.
Consider the metrics of sawing with stainless steel saws. Then put them to work in
your mill.
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Exclusive, New Data On Stainless Steel Saws

Stainless Steel: Stiffer And Stronger

When a saw tooth cuts wood, heat is
generated at the tooth tip. The heat then
sets in motion the following process:

How much stiffer? About one-third more,
compared to a 19" diameter X .085" thick
alloy saw steel saw operating with a temperature difference of 35 degrees
Fahrenheit between the bottom of the
gullets and the eye.

These

It raises the temperature of the tooth.

tests and

This higher temperature moves
inward below the gullets.

calculations
The warmer outer portion of the
saw plate expands and produces
compressive stresses that lower the
plate’s elastic stiffness.

all add up
to actual,
positive

Reduced stiffness increases lateral
deflection and produces less accurate
sawing.

changes
in mill

Stainless steel saws resist
the spread of higher
temperatures.
The data show that, compared to alloy
steel, stainless steel requires more heat to
raise its temperature by the same amount.
It also transfers heat more slowly. And it
expands less. The result? A stiffer saw
under almost all cutting conditions.
Most importantly, a stiffer stainless steel
blade cuts truer in the parts of a board
where blade flexibility can affect accuracy
the most:
In the middle where, for instance,
double arbor saws overlap and
create an offset or step.

performance.
Along the edge of the board
furthest from the guide in single
arbor machines, where thickness
wedging arises.

Thermal Properties: Stainless Steel Can Take The Heat
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Some Results From Mills That Switched

Whether they made major
conversions or adjustments
on a smaller scale, each mill
found stainless steel saws to
be extremely beneficial.

Weyerhaeuser
Dallas, Oregon
After replacing chrome-plated alloy
steel saws with stainless steel saws, the
percentage of 8", 10" and 12" Douglas fir
boards that achieved Select Dimension
grade in a 12" double arbor shape
sawing gang jumped from 12% to 17%.
The stainless steel saws reduced measured average offset by 35%.
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For you, that translates to fewer unscheduled saw changes and fewer bent saws cutting off-size lumber.

Plus, the stainless steel saw is stronger.
Stronger in real life than its Rc50 hardness

Carter Holt Harvey
Specific Heat

would indicate. That’s because its sluggish
deformation kinetics make it tougher to
bend permanently at high speeds.

Cutting 5/4 and 6/4 radiata pine boards in
a 13" D.A. Versagang, conventional saws
with a .120" kerf were unable to cut at full
depth within tolerance levels for more
than two hours. However, stainless steel
saws easily complete a five-hour run. And
time lost to unscheduled saw changes has
dropped from an average of 10 hours per
week to 1 hour, producing a 10% increase
in uptime.

Weyerhaeuser
Kamloops, British Columbia
Following months of testing to determine
the rate of gullet wear and thickness loss,
a 10" horizontal D.A. gang was converted
to stainless steel saws in 2000. And
then, in 2002, the mill focused tests on
mechanical durability in rougher operating environments. As a result, they
changed to stainless steel saws in a 10"
vertical D.A. unit in a Chip-N-Saw line.
The mill based each change on the evident
improvement in ease of maintenance,
lower incidence of saw replacement and
overall process reliability.

Mendocino Forest Products
Fort Bragg, California
The overall range of board thickness
measurements was reduced by almost
40% when stainless steel saws replaced
conventional saws in a 6" top arbor gang
sawing Douglas fir studs.

Weyerhaeuser
Coburg, Oregon
Stainless steel saws reduced target size
by .020" in a 12" D.A. shape sawing gang
cutting small Douglas fir cants at high
speeds.
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Business Is Tough Enough — Don’t Let
Your Saws Make Things Harder
Make informed decisions. Measure and
consider the results you get with conventional steel saws and stainless steel saws.
That’s made all the difference to mills who
made the effort. For example, few mills
actually measure and track their double

arbor offset, preferring to note top and
bottom thicknesses only. We can show you
how Weyerhaeuser’s Dallas, Oregon mill
uses a saw filer’s side clearance gauge to
collect this most important piece of information on double arbor sawing accuracy.

Whether or not you decide to use stainless steel saws, insist on
getting the well-researched, reliable data and assistance you need
to choose the right products for your mill. Learn to recognize
hollow product claims that simply don’t make sense so that every
dollar you spend is put to the best use for your operation.

Remember The Benefits Of Stainless Steel Saws
With current industry challenges, the
proven benefits of Cal Saw stainless steel
saws are more important than ever.
They’re easier to maintain. That frees
your filers to focus on other tasks.
They’re more durable and last longer
than other saws. They resist bending,
gullet wear and the increase in guide
clearance that comes with thickness loss.

Ultimately, you’ll find that they have a
lower cost of ownership.
In addition, with Cal Saw, you receive
ongoing, expert support for your
sawing needs before and after your
purchase. Our Total Saw Technology
Package provides complete solutions
for your blade, equipment and service
concerns.

They cut straighter, costing you less in
downtime and low-grade lumber.

Please contact us to discuss your mill’s sawing needs
or to request our in-depth report comparing stainless
and alloy steels in circular saws.

Call 888-729-6533 or email stainless@calsaw.com.

721 Brannan Street
San Francisco, California 94103-4971
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